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8 October - Writing criticism 

 

Ben Walters: Ben is a film critic for Sight & Sound, Film Quarterly, the Guardian, BBC Radio 

and others, as well cabaret editor for Time Out London. He has programmed seasons at 

the National Film Theatre (BFI Southbank) and written books about Orson Welles, 'The 

Office' and (with JM Tyree) 'The Big Lebowski'. He is also the co-director of two 

documentaries about performance and video art, and the creator of BURN, a platform 

for moving images by cabaret artists. 

 

The critic is often seen as the opponent of the artist and the audience's killjoy. Ben doesn't 

see it that way. He will talk about criticism as constructive conversation, explain the 

difference between a good bad movie and bad good movie, and discuss the tricky 

balancing act of reviewing work by people you know. 

 

22 October - Writing the past 

 

Simon Avery: Simon is a cultural historian and biographer and Principal Lecturer in the 

English Department at the University of Westminster. He has particular interests in 

nineteenth and twentieth century literature, politics and life-writing, and has published 

books on Thomas Hardy, Mary Coleridge, the Brownings, and good writing practice. He’s 

currently writing a cultural history of the 1890s – a decade of massive revolution and 

change in the arts, sciences, politics and society generally – and a political biography of 

the major Victorian poet Elizabeth Barrett Browning.   

 

In this talk Simon will look at the complicated nature of writing history and how history is 

used and manipulated by authors, critics and political commentators. Connected with 

this, we’ll also consider the area of life-writing (auto/biography) which can be read as a 

kind of “history of the self.” Both genres are riven with conflict, bias and instability, but at 

the same time they offer great opportunities for the creation of challenging, experimental 

and often subversive pieces of writing.  

 

29 October - Writing comedy 

 

Ben Moor: Ben is a writer and actor. He has appeared in films (Casanova, Three 

Musketeers 3D), TV (The IT Crowd, Count Arthur Strong) and on the stage (The Seagull at 

Southwark Playhouse). He has written series for BBC Radio 4 and 4Extra, a spoof medical 

drama set in a doll hospital for CBBC and is the author of More Trees to Climb, a collection 

of his short stage pieces. 

 

Ben will talk about how and why we like jokes and the different forms of written humour...  

5 November - Writing the self 

 

Nick Johnstone: Nick is the author of biographies of Ryan Gosling, Johnny Depp, Sean 

Penn, Amy Winehouse and George Clooney. As a journalist, Nick has interviewed many 

film and music personalities, including Roman Polanski, Lou Reed, Darren Aronofsky, Jim 

Jarmusch, Ryan Adams, Ethan Hawke, Chan Marshall and Keith Richards. 

 



Nick will talk about his newly published biography of the actor Ryan Gosling and how he 

views this latest book, along with all his work as a biographer and journalist, as an ongoing 

form of autobiography… 

 

12 November - Writing and travel 

 

Monica Germanà is a writer and Senior Lecturer in English Literature and Creative Writing 

at the University of Westminster. As a creative writer she is working towards a collection of 

short stories, having published already a few in various anthologies (Inkermen Press). She is 

also a blogger, and regularly reports from her travels on her blog ‘My Notebook’, as well 

as contributing to several other blogs as a guest blogger. As a critic, her research interests 

and publications concentrate on contemporary British literature, with a specific emphasis 

on the Gothic, gender and popular culture. Her first monograph, Scottish Women’s Gothic 

and Fantastic Writing, was published by Edinburgh University Press in 2010.  She is currently 

working on a monograph exploring the politics of body and dress in Ian Fleming’s 

narrative and subsequent cinematic adaptations, provisionally titled ‘Bond Girls: Body, 

Style, and Gender’.  

Mapping Your Space: This talk will discuss the definition and purpose of travel writing in 

relation to the speaker’s own experience as well as the works of other writers and theorists 

such as Virginia Woolf, Alain de Botton and Jonathan Raban. Discussing the ‘arts of 

travelling’ the talk will highlight some key concepts of travel writing (‘The Travelling Self’, 

‘Haunting/Owning your Space’, ‘Rediscovering the Familiar’), as well as offering practical 

tips to stimulate the traveller’s curiosity both at home and away… 

 

19 November - Writing for publication 

 

Steve King: Steve is a drama editor for the internationally renowned publishing house 

Faber and Faber. He is also a playwright and has recently been curating the Miniaturist 

short-plays events at the Arcola Theatre. 

Steve will be speaking from a publishing perspective about the future of reading/writing in 

a digital age… 

26 November - Writing and place 

 

Aoife Mannix was born in Sweden of Irish parents.  She grew up in Dublin, Ottawa and 

New York before moving to the UK.  She is the author of four collections of poetry and a 

novel ‘Heritage of Secrets’.  She has been poet in residence for the Royal Shakespeare 

Company and BBC Radio 4’s Saturday Live.  She has performed throughout the UK and 

toured internationally with the British Council to China, Latvia, Nigeria, Turkey, Taiwan, 

Thailand, India, Norway and Austria. 

Location, location, location – a discussion on using place as inspiration for writing.  I will be 

talking about my experiences on Adelaide Road, an interactive theatrical journey I 

created for the Royal Shakespeare Company as well as working with different 

communities in London as a writer in residence…  

3 December: Writing and reserach 

 

Ben Musgrave: Ben’s play Pretend You Have Big Buildings won first prize in the inaugural 

Bruntwood Prize, in 2006. The play was performed in the main house of the Royal 



Exchange Theatre, Manchester, in July 2007. He has since written plays for the National 

Theatre, Y Touring, Only Connect, and the Birmingham Repertory Theatre. His most recent 

play, His Teeth, was performed at Only Connect in October 2011, and was nominated for 

an offwestend award for 'Best New Play'. His play for Radio 4, The British Club, was 

broadcast in March 2012. He was on attachment to the National Theatre Studio in 

January this year, and he is currently under commission to The Big House. He is also a 

visiting lecturer in creative writing at Westminster University and in Playwriting at Regent's 

University. 

 

Ben will be taking about research in a creative context… 

 


